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Abstract

We developed a general framework for the
development of a symbolic (hand-written)
feature-based lexicalised tree-adjoining
grammar (FB-LTAG). We choose natural
language generation, surface realisation in
particular, to question the capabilities of
the grammar in terms of both accuracy
and robustness. Our framework combines
an optimised surface realiser with efficient
error mining techniques. While generat-
ing from a large data set provided by the
Generation Challenge Surface Realisation
task, we improve both accuracy and ro-
bustness of our grammar significantly.

1 Introduction

We present a framework for the development
of a hand-written feature-based lexicalised tree-
adjoining grammar(FB-LTAG) for English. We
use an XMG (Crabbé et al., 2013) based FB-LTAG
(Alahverdzhieva, 2008) in our experiments. Un-
like XTAG (The XTAG Research Group, 2001)
where each rule is described manually, XMG
based grammar uses a compact way of grammar
writing using a meta grammar. Only rules in
the meta grammar are described manually, these
rules are later combined to generate the FB-LTAG
grammar. Our grammar consists of roughly 1000
trees with a linguistic coverage similar to that of
XTAG.

(1) Input: Shallow dependency structure
SROOT 1 0 donate cpos=vbd
SBJ 2 1 Sumitomo bank cpos=nn
OBJ 3 1 $500,000 cpos=cd

d o n a t e

Sumitomo bank

SBJ

$500 ,000

OBJ

Output: Sumitomo bank donated $500,000.

In the literature, parsing has been proposed for
testing symbolic grammars in terms of both ac-
curacy and coverage (Thurmair, 1990; van No-
ord, 2004; Sagot and de la Clergerie, 2006; de
Kok et al., 2009). In this paper, we choose nat-
ural language generation (NLG), surface realisa-
tion in particular, to question the capabilities of the
grammar while generating from a large set of shal-
low dependency trees (similar to the input shown
in Example 1) provided by the Generation Chal-
lenge: Surface Realisation Shared task (SR Task,
in short) (Belz et al., 2011). This SR benchmark
consists of 26,725 sentences varying from mini-
mum length 1 to maximum length 134 with an av-
erage length of 22. The purpose behind using this
dataset was to check the robustness and the accu-
racy of the grammar, and also the efficiency of the
surface realiser on a large benchmark.

2 Our Framework

Our framework consists of an optimised surface
realisation algorithm together with error mining
techniques. We describe them briefly in this sec-
tion.

Structure-driven Lexicalist Generation. Sym-
bolic surface realisation is very prone to the com-
binatorial problem (Kay, 1996) because of (i)
strong lexical ambiguity, (ii) the lack of order
information in the input, and (iii) intersective
modifiers. We developed an optimised algorithm
(TDBU-PAR, (Narayan and Gardent, 2012b))
which combines techniques and ideas from the
head-driven (Shieber et al., 1990) and the lexical-
ist approaches (Espinosa et al., 2010; Carroll and
Oepen, 2005; Gardent and Kow, 2005). On the
one hand, rule selection is guided, as in the lexi-
calist approach, by the elementary units present in
the input rather than by its structure. On the other
hand, the structure of the input is used to provide
top-down guidance for the search and thereby re-



strict the combinatorics. To further improve ef-
ficiency, the algorithm integrates three additional
optimisation techniques: (i) polarity filtering from
the lexicalist approach (Bonfante et al., 2004; Gar-
dent and Kow, 2007); (ii) the use of a language
model to prune competing intermediate substruc-
tures; and (iii) simultaneous rather than sequential
parallelised top-down predictions.

Table 1 shows the advantages of the proposed
algorithm. We compared our proposed system
(TDBU-PAR) with a baseline system (BASE-
LINE, (Narayan, 2011)). We saw that whereas
BASELINE times out for longer sentences, the
newly proposed system TDBU-PAR remains sta-
ble. Our system successfully terminates on all the
SR Task input (26,725 sentences) with a coverage
a of 38.73% and with a BLEU score of 0.675 for
covered sentences.

Sentence Algorithm
BASELINE TDBU-PAR

L
en

gt
h

ra
ng

e
(L

)

S(0− 5)
Total 1084 0.85 1.53
Succ 985 0.87 1.66

S(6− 10)
Total 2232 10.90 2.56
Succ 1477 10.76 3.28

S(11− 20)
Total 5705 110.07 2.66
Succ 520 97.52 4.14

S(All)
Total 13661 - 2.57
Succ 2744 - 2.78

Table 1: Comparison between generation times
(seconds). To make these comparisons possible,
average maximum arity of words present in depen-
dency trees is 3.

Meaningful Error Mining for Tree-structured
Data. In recent years, error mining approaches
(van Noord, 2004; Sagot and de la Clergerie,
2006; de Kok et al., 2009) were developed to help
identify the most likely sources of parsing failures
in parsing systems using handcrafted grammars
and lexicons. However the techniques they use to
enumerate and count n-grams build on the sequen-
tial nature of a text corpus and do not easily extend
to structured data. In addition, they generate a flat
list of suspicious forms ranked by decreasing or-
der of suspicion. There is no clear overview of
how the various suspicious forms interact and as
a result, the linguist must analyse all error cases
one by one instead of focusing on improving sets
of related error cases.

To improve our coverage (38.73%), we intro-
duced two error mining algorithms in our frame-
work: one, an algorithm for mining trees (Gar-
dent and Narayan, 2012) which we apply to de-

tect the most likely sources of generation fail-
ure and two, an algorithm that structures the out-
put of error mining into a tree (called, suspicion
tree) (Narayan and Gardent, 2012a), highlighting
the relationships between suspicious forms. The
first algorithm adapts from van Noord (2004) and
from a complete and computationally efficient al-
gorithm developed by Chi et al. (2004) for discov-
ering frequently occurring subtrees in a database
of labelled unordered trees. The second algorithm
resembles that of a decision tree building using
ID3 algorithm (Quinlan, 1986).

Our error mining algorithms allow us to do er-
ror analysis in a linguistically meaningful way and
permit identifying not only errors in the generation
system (grammar, lexicon) but also mismatches
between the structures contained in the input and
the input structures expected by our generator as
well as a few idiosyncrasies/error in the input data.

S-ALL (26725)

Before
Fail (Failed %) 16374 (61.2%)

BLEU 0.675

After Fail (Failed %) 5078 (19%)
BLEU 0.72

Table 2: Number of errors before and after.

Further improvements While efficient surface
realisation and error mining helped improve cov-
erage and precision, they also uncovered two addi-
tional sources of errors: (i) a formal error related
to how multiple adjunction is represented in FB-
TAG (Gardent and Narayan, 2015) and (ii) some
errors with generating elliptical sentences (Gar-
dent and Narayan, 2013). Addressing these issues
lead to further improvements (Table 2) whereby,
on the testset provided by the SR shared task, the
final system has a BLEU score of 0.72 and a cov-
erage of 0.81.

3 Conclusion

Efficient surface realisation and focused error min-
ing allowed us to develop a large scale natural lan-
guage generation system which is efficient, robust
and accurate while integrating a symbolic gram-
mar and lexicon. While this system was evaluated
on newspaper text, because it relies on a symbolic
grammar and lexicon, it should straightforwardly
extend to other text genre. Similarly, while it was
developed for unordered dependency tree inputs,
it could also be of use in NLG applications which
take as input tree-shaped data.
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